Ardal O’Hanlon brings his latest stand-up show to the Albert Halls this November.
We've had an exciting summer of live music and theatre, and had a go at everything from animation to ukulele and photography to Puppet Making! There's plenty more fun workshops ahead as part of our wonderful creative learning opportunities, why not join us!

As the days now shorten and the nights draw in we've got plenty to keep you laughing right through Autumn with Ardal O'Hanlon at Albert Halls, and leading ladies of Scottish Stand Up – Susie McCabe and Janey Godley at Tolbooth

We're bringing you some big names for some very special intimate stripped back shows at Tolbooth, kicking off with Eugene Kelly of The Vaselines fame, followed by James & Rab of Glasvegas, and then two sold out shows from Turin Brakes. We'll also welcome full live shows from Adam Holmes, Jamie Lawson, Fat Suit, Flook, and The Furrow Collective, as well as our brilliant City Music Live nights which showcase, and are run by, young local musicians.

Bloody Scotland International Crime Writing Festival - is back with some fascinating talks taking place at Albert Halls, and at Tolbooth we'll be screening some classic crime films, with Ian Rankin joining us to introduce a screening of Reinchenbach Falls which is based on a short story of his.

Leading us to Halloween, where we'll be taking part in Stirling’s Halloween celebrations, this year based on our Witching History. The Tolbooth will host an exhibition, workshops, a panel discussion and film screenings for all ages.

We end the year in style with shows from Scouting for Girls, Sharon Shannon, Peatbog Faeries, James Grant, and our annual festive shows from Phil Cunningham & Friends, Holly at Xmas, and Manran / Skerryvore, before the big finale for 2019 with our Hogmanay Ceilidhs at Tolbooth and Albert Halls.

Hopefully we have something to tempt you to join us before we bring in the New Year

Tara McLoughlin
Senior Cultural Programmer
**The Furrow Collective**  
**Fri 6 Sep, 8pm £14 / £12**

‘Best Group’ – BBC Radio 2 Folk Awards 2017. The Furrow Collective consists of four prominent performers: Lucy Farrell (viola, voice & saw), Rachel Newton (harp, fiddle, voice), Emily Portman (banjo, concertina, voice) and Alasdair Roberts (guitars, voice). Individually brilliant, together they have created a uniquely beguiling approach to traditional song. Their new album ‘Fathoms’ sees the group build further on their substantial reputation for breathing new life into traditional songs.  
*A bravely sparse and compelling new take on traditional songs... A quietly classy young folk band* Guardian

---

**Eugene Kelly (The Vaselines)**  
**Sat 7 Sep, 8pm £17 / £15**

Eugene joins us for a solo acoustic show. Eugene began writing and recording music in 1987 with The Vaselines, who’s hits ‘Molly’s Lips’ and ‘Jesus wants me for a sunbeam’ were famously covered by Nirvana. He also played under ‘Eugenius’ releasing LP’s ‘Oomalama’ and ‘Mary Queen Of Scots’ on Atlantic Records. Eugene has toured as a member of The Pastels and BMX Bandits and collaborated with members of Snow Patrol and with members of Teenage Fanclub. He has contributed vocals on Future Pilot track Beat Of A Drum and toured with Isobel Campbell as stand in vocalist for Mark Lanagan as she toured Europe and the U.S.A. Eugene is currently writing new songs for a solo album.

---

**Rachel Sermanni**  
**Fri 13 Sep, 7.30pm £14 / £12**

‘Folk of the Highest Order’ Time Out. After the release of two studio albums, a live album, followed by a year of learning what it is to be a Mother, Rachel Sermanni is returning with a new record: So It Turns. Rachel is a dynamic singer and songwriter whose performance and lyrics draw from a deep well of mystic lore, dreams, nature and the simple complex experience of being human. A contemporary folk musician, influenced by a wealth of genres including jazz, rock, old-time and traditional.  
*Minimal, Murky, Magnificent* MOJO  
*Full of Life, & landscape,& promise* The List

---

**Flook**  
**Sun 15 Sep, 8pm £16 / £14**

Taking inspiration from their roots in the Irish and English traditions, Flook have an enviable trademark sound, weaving and spinning traditionally rooted tunes over precise acoustic grooves, with a rare blend of fiery technical brilliance, delicate ensemble interaction and a bold, adventurous musical imagination.  
Twenty four years after their first gig together, and 14 years since they last played the Tolbooth, Flook continue to inspire and enchant audiences of all ages. With their new album Ancora out in 2019, it’s plain to see that, with their roots firmly anchored in the tradition, Flook are holding fast to their reputation as major musical innovators.

---

**Martin Simpson**  
**Thu 19 Sep, 8pm £16 / £14**

Nominated ‘Musician of the Year’ – BBC Radio 2 Folk Awards 2018 *‘An excellent collection of material drawn from both sides of the Atlantic handled with loving care by Simpson and aided by some of the biggest names in folk’* Maverick

The remarkable intimate solo performances Martin gives go from strength to strength - every gig is a masterclass. He travels the length and breadth of the UK and beyond, giving rapt audiences passion, sorrow, love, beauty, tragedy and majesty through his playing.

Universally acclaimed as one of the finest ever acoustic and slide guitar players, and a fine banjo-picker to boot, his solo shows bear witness to an artist at the very top of his game. Whether interpreting material from tradition or singing his own potent self-penned songs, Simpson is a remarkable storyteller: captivating and profoundly moving. A true master of his art.
The Trial
Fri 20 Sep, 8pm £6 / £5

The Trial (1962), a dream-logic black comedy drama film directed by Orson Welles, who also wrote the screenplay based on the novel of the same name by Franz Kafka. Josef K. (Anthony Perkins) is sleeping. He is awakened when a man in a suit opens his bedroom door. Josef assumes the glib man is a policeman, but the intruder does not identify himself. Several detectives enter and tell Josef he is under open arrest, for some unstated crime. In order to ascertain what he has been accused of, he attempts to look beyond the facade of the judicial system, in this Kafkaesque nightmare.

Reichenbach Falls  (Introduced by Ian Rankin)
Sat 21 Sep, 5pm £6 / £5

Reichenbach Falls (2007 TV Drama) – written by James Mavor and based on an original idea by Ian Rankin. Jim Buchan and Jack Harvey were friends. A long time ago. In Reichenbach Falls, they are thrown together again, then blown apart. As Buchan probes a 100-year-old cold case, the investigation takes him into the dark Jekyll-and-Hyde underworld of Edinburgh and on a parallel journey into Edinburgh’s literary past that leads him to question the nature of his own existence. Reichenbach Falls is BBC Scotland co-production with BBC Four. The Executive Producers are Richard Fell and Anne Mensah. With thanks to the BFI National TV Archive.

The Wickerman
Sat 21 Sep, 8.30pm £6 / £5

The Wickerman (1973) A British mystery horror film directed by Robin Hardy and starring Edward Woodward, Britt Ekland, Diane Cilento, Ingrid Pitt, and Christopher Lee. The screenplay by Anthony Shaffer, inspired by David Pinner's 1967 novel Ritual, centres on the visit of Police Sergeant Neil Howie to the island of Summerisle, in search of missing girl Rowan. Howie, a devout Christian, is appalled to find that the inhabitants of the island have abandoned Christianity and now practise a form of Celtic paganism. ‘The sixth greatest British film of all time’ Total Film magazine

Stranger In The House
Sun 22 Sep, 1pm £6 / £5

Stranger In The House is a crime drama directed and written by Pierre Rouve (from the novel by Georges Simenon) Produced by Anatole de Grunwald, and starring James Mason, Geraldine Chaplin, & Bobby Darin. John Sawyer, once an eminent barrister, has slid into a life of cynicism and drunkenness since his wife left him. When his daughter’s boyfriend is accused of murder, Sawyer decides to try to pull himself together and defend him in court.

With thanks to Nick De Grunwald

The 39 Steps
Sun 22 Sep, 4pm £6 / £5

Film + Talk. The 39 Steps is a 1935 British thriller directed by Alfred Hitchcock and starring Robert Donat and Madeleine Carroll. The film is loosely based on the 1915 adventure novel The Thirty-Nine Steps by John Buchan. The British Film Institute ranked it the fourth best British film of the 20th century. In 2004, Total Film named it the 21st greatest British movie ever made, and in 2011 ranked it the second-best book-to-film adaptation of all time. In 2017 a poll of 150 actors, directors, writers, producers and critics for Time Out magazine saw it ranked the 13th best British film ever. Filmmaker and actor Orson Welles referred to the film as a "masterpiece"a BBC Scotland co-production with BBC Four. The Executive Producers are Richard Fell and Anne Mensah.

With thanks to the BFI National TV Archive.
Josie Duncan & Pablo Lafuente
Thu 26 Sep, 8pm £13 / £11

2017 BBC Radio 2 Young Folk Award Winners Josie Duncan and Pablo Lafuente are a vocal/guitar duo like no other. Calling the Isle of Lewis and Spain home respectively, it’s no wonder their music doesn’t focus on one place, on one of the many strands of Scotland’s web of traditions. They are well travelled, and well versed, in music from across the land. On guitar, and vocals in Gaelic, Scots and English, their music is a round tour, where centuries old ballads meet Gaelic puirt a beul, songs from the mines and cotton mills, as well as some original writing. Since joining forces in 2016 they’ve taken the scene by storm, quickly becoming an in-demand live act at festivals and venues across the country.

Glasvegas Acoustic
Fri 27 Sep, 8pm £18 / £17

For the uninitiated Glasvegas are James Allan (vocals), Rab Allan (lead guitar), Paul Donoghue (bass guitar) and Jonna Löfgren (drums). However one could argue they should need no introduction, with huge hits such as “Geraldine” and “Daddy’s Gone”. One of the most successful Scottish musical exports in recent times, known globally for their unique sound and powerful lyrical content. Glasvegas are a band who are forging an undeniable legacy with many bands now citing them as an influence, especially Allan’s emotive vocal delivery. This will be a special intimate acoustic performance featuring James and Rab.

Fat Suit
Sat 28 Sep 7.30pm £14 / £12 Age restriction: 14+
under 16 must be accompanied by an adult

Fat-Suit is on a collective journey through music, using jazz as the point of departure to explore a myriad of sound worlds. The influence of contemporary exponents of jazz, funk and fusion such as Snarky Puppy, Vulfpeck and GooGooPenguin are obvious, but Fat-Suit are already opening up fresh lines of enquiry. The approach may appear looser and more relaxed, but the aim is to entertain as much as it is to dazzle with technical ability.

Sharon Shannon with Alan Connor
Fri 4 Oct, 8pm £19 / £18

One of the most gifted musicians of her generation, Sharon Shannon, from Co. Clare, in Ireland has played accordion and fiddle from an early age. She toured with the Waterboys and released numerous successful albums, with contributions from a host of musicians. Shannon’s high –octane brand of trad music, is complimented by Alan Connor. With the use of a foot-stomp providing the beat and his boogie-woogie style on the piano, his music owes its origins in sound more to the tradition of the old blues masters than any Irish tradition. Alan also plays electric guitar and with the use of loops manages to combine all these instruments simultaneously. Sparks fly between this pair as the energy and sound created by both together is at once powerful and compelling.

BDY TLK
Sat 5 Oct 7.30pm £7.50 in advance & on the door. Ages 18+

BDY TLK are a trio of musicians with a fascination with drum machines and a passion for the groove. Influenced by the likes of Liquid Liquid, Talking Heads, New Order, Laid Back, ESG, 90s American Garage Music, Kraftwerk, and Electro. Their Self entitled debut EP was made up of hand stamped white label records by friends and followers of the label/group and was released in March of 2019 on Soul Steak. Soul Steak is a small independent record label run by members of the group.

Jamie Lawson
Mon 7 Oct, 8pm £15

Jamie Lawson released Happy Accidents in 2017, his second album on Ed Sheeran’s Gingerbread Man Records, his fourth album overall. He immediately followed that with a tour with James Blunt, his own headline tour, then another tour with label boss and good friend Sheeran – just a summer run round some of the biggest sports stadiums that the UK, Ireland and mainland Europe have to offer. Lawson ‘s new album The Years Between is soaring, emotional, inspiring, uplifting and resoundingly melodic. Don’t miss your chance to see him in this intimate gig.
The Witching Hour
Exhibition & Events, Tolbooth Gallery

Sat 19 Oct – 2nd Nov FREE. More info online
The Witching Hour is an exhibition of documents and records, showcasing our real history with Witch Accusations, as well as images on show from The Wellcome Collections, and a digital display of the Wellcome Collections ‘The Names of Witches in Scotland 1658’.

‘The Witching Hour’ Panel Discussion
Thu 24 Oct 7pm Ticketed. An invited panel of experts will, led by our host engage in lively discussion on our Witching History. The audience will be invited to take part with questions. At the Tolbooth.

We have more Spooky Halloween Goings on in store see page 27 for more information.

Susie McCabe Born Believer
Sat 19 Oct, 8pm £13 Recommended age guidance 14+
likely to be swearing and adult content

The fastest-selling act at Glasgow International Comedy Festival three years running is back with a brand-new show! In her 40th year, Susie has decided to leave cynicism behind to be an all-new positive Susie (optimistic at best, positive at pushing it). Join the former ‘Scottish Headliner of the Year’ and Glasgow favourite for what will no doubt be another barnstormer of a show.

‘A genuine stand-up, highly recommended’ Kevin Bridges
‘The ever-reliable Susie McCabe delivers plenty of chuckles’ The Scotsman

OFF THE KERB PRODUCTIONS AND BEYOND PRESENTS

Keith James in concert
The Songs of Leonard Cohen
Wed 9 Oct, 8pm £16
Enigmatic and mysterious, songwriter Leonard Cohen was an unflinching character, with an exact sense of prose, wry humour and courage to wrestle with the unspoken, forgiving human frailty with the stroke of each line. He challenged us to listen more carefully, think more deeply and recognize our own fragility. A Man of Grace. Keith James gives you a concert of Cohen’s amazing material in the most sensitive way imaginable. Tonight’s concert includes Cohen’s well known songs: Famous Blue Raincoat, Sisters of Mercy, Suzanne and Hallelujah alongside rarer and profound writing.

Janey Godley
Fri 11 Oct, 8pm £15 / £13 Recommended age guidance 16+
NEWS ALERT……Janey Godley is on tour. So, tell all the Sandras’, Big Frank and all the lassies fresh from Zumba to grab the soup pot and get ready for the ‘Queen of Scottish Comedy’ coming to a town near you! Live voice over’s and stand up like you’ve never seen before. Check out some hilarious patter from Big Tereeza (if she’s still around!) and Nicola up on the big screen. Hot from her recent appearance’s on BBC’s ‘Have I Got News for You’ and BBC Scotland’s ‘Breaking the News and with over 20 years of performing award winning comedy around the world, we’re excited to bring her hilarious new show to Tolbooth. Come see the woman who Billy Connolly called “A Fu%king great comedian”

City Music Live
Monthly Under 18s Live Music Nights
Sat 12 Oct, Sat 9 Nov, Sat 7 Dec, 7.30pm £4, Ages 12-18
City Music Live is the monthly gig night for under 18s live bands, groups and solo acts. Organised and run with a team of under 18s musicians, gig-goers, photographers and music enthusiasts, the nights are ideal for building a following, playing your first (or your fiftieth!) gig and meeting like-minded musicians and music lovers. For more info on the dates above, find City Music Live on Facebook and Instagram – and get in touch if you’d like to play!
The McDougalls Safari Adventure
Sat 26 Oct, 2pm £8 adult/£6 child / family ticket £22

Get ready to GO WILD with The McDougalls in their brand new live show – Safari Adventure! Join Max, Auntie Aggie and Morag the Rabbit for some musical mayhem as they drive around on the look-out for colourful creatures and critters. From giraffes that laugh to monkeys going bananas – join the gang for a roaring musical adventure for all the family, packed with action songs, live music and audience participation. Come dressed as your favourite animal!

The Stirling Queen Tim Kliphuis Trio with Patsy Reid & Clare Friel
Fri 1 Nov, 8pm £14 / £12

Imagine being married off to a Scottish king when you are 14 years old. Sailing across the sea from Denmark to be the wife of someone you hardly know. Your father gives away Shetland and the Orkneys as your wedding present. 'The Stirling Queen' is a brand new piece with Scottish and Nordic roots, with influences of gypsy, baroque and minimal music. It tells the story of Queen Margaret’s youth, her marriage to James III and her early death at Stirling Castle. The Tim Kliphuis Trio, firm favourites on the Scottish scene, have invited Perthshire fiddle ace, Patsy Reid and Ireland’s Young Musician of the Year, Clare Friel. This one-off programme shows how music is a universal language, crossing the boundaries between styles and countries.

Blue Rose Code
Sat 16 Nov, 8pm £16.50 / £15 Standing

'They’re surely one of the greatest live acts around right now so if you get a chance to see them in any of their many guises do yourself a favour and go’ Americana UK.

A nomad, both geographically and musically, Ross Wilson aka Blue Rose Code writes straight from – and to - the heart. His songs address universal themes of love, loss, travel, home, accepting the past and embracing the future in a deeply personal way. They are variously painted with the vibrant colours of folk, Americana, jazz, country, soul and pop; an eclecticism that has become a hallmark of his work and which has seen him compared to John Martyn, Van Morrison and Tom Waits amongst others. A Blue Rose Code show is always a unique, unforgettable and truly uplifting experience.

Turin Brakes Acoustic
Thu 21 & Fri 22 Nov, 7.30pm £20

The estimable London 4-piece Turin Brakes are delighted to announce a UK Acoustic Tour starting Autumn 2019. The band – founder members and former primary school friends Olly Knights and Gale Paridjanian, along with longtime bandmates Rob Allum and Eddie Myer – are one the finest indie bands of the last two decades. This is a chance to see the band in their first full stripped back acoustic tour since way back in 2002. They will be playing a range of songs spanning their 20 year career – which includes seven top 40 singles and 6 top 40 albums with sales over a million worldwide.

James Grant
Sat 23 Nov, 8pm £17 / £15

James Grant, one of the most renowned and respected performers Scotland has ever produced. Drawing from a broad palette of pop, folk, soul, country and blues influences, and interweaving his solo compositions with Love and Money favourites, James twins darkly literate, melodically lush songcraft with his richly potent vocals and virtuosic guitar work, leaving his performances with dashes of wickedly acerbic humour. Classics from the eighties through the noughties will be performed with customary wit, style and dexterity. Music to fill the heart and stir the soul. Do not miss it. ‘A ballsier Gram Parsons but with whisky tinged Scottish poetry for lyrics’ The Word

Adam Holmes & The Embers with special guests Buoy Gull
Fri 29 Nov, 8pm Standing £17 / £16

Following their sold-out Scottish mini tour last year Adam Holmes and The Embers, and Buoy Gull duo - Mairearad Green and Kenny Anderson, head to Tolbooth for what will be a stirring night of folk/soul and Americana music of the highest order. Adam Holmes is one of the brightest rising stars on the UK roots music scene, with influences from either side of the Atlantic mixing traditional and contemporary folk with his own brand of soul and Americana. Twice nominated for a BBC Radio 2 Folk Award, his three albums have been nominated for Scottish Album of the Year in 2014, 2017 and 2018.
**Peatbog Faeries**  
*Fri 13 Dec, 8pm*  
£19 / £18

Hailing from the Isle of Skye, the legendary trailblazers have created a glorious mixture of traditional sounds and dance-floor grooves.

Drawing upon a dazzling myriad of influences from jigs and reels through Dance Music, Jazz, African, and more, they bring the sound of Scotland fresh-faced and breathless to new audiences around the world.

The band is made up of Peter Morrison fronting on pipes and whistles that interplay with the amazing fiddle sounds from Ross Couper. Tom Salter on guitar and Graeme Stafford's keyboards provide a perfect link to the backline machine of Innes Hutton on bass and Stuart Haikney on drums.

**Snow Play**  
*Fri 20 Dec, 2pm & 4pm*  
*Sat 21 Dec, 11am & 1:30pm*  
£8.50 or Family (2 adults + 2 children) is £26

‘Snow Play’ children’s theatre, is a highly-interactive showdown between Winter (Mr White) and Spring (Mr Green)! When Mr Green comes back home from his Christmas holidays and finds that Mr White has moved in, it’s the start of a brrrrilliant series of adventures… as Mr White makes it snow all over, even inside the house!

All naughty Mr White wants to do is play snowy tricks and have fun but Mr Green hates the mess and can’t stand the cold. Who gets to stay and who has to go away? You can help us decide as you come on stage to make a giant snowman, or join in from your seat with our massive snowball fight!

**Opera Highlights**  
*Sat 14 Sep, 7.30pm*  
£15 / £5

The venue is confirmed, and the guest list is complete. The decorations are ordered, and the entertainment has been booked for a very special garden party.

This Autumn, four singers and a pianist bring you an evening of Opera Highlights, with music from some of the world’s most celebrated composers, including Britten, Donizetti and Mozart, alongside new work from Scottish Opera Composer in Residence Samuel Bordoli. We’re touring venues up and down Scotland with a celebration of all that is opera. Now all we need is you!

**RESPECT The Aretha Franklin Songbook**  
*Fri 27 Sep, 7.30pm*  
£23

RESPECT: The Aretha Franklin Songbook is an amazing live concert that pays tribute to the Queen of Soul! Featuring sensational lead vocals from Cleopatra Higgins, Tanya Edwards, Stacy Francis and Cleo Stewart accompanied by the Urban Soul Band and Gospel Choir.

The two-hour production directed by Racky Plews (Footloose, American Idiot) will take you on an uplifting musical journey as a powerful sermon is delivered throughout celebrating Aretha Franklin’s life and greatest hits including Think, I Say A Little Prayer, Son Of A Preacher Man, Bridge Over Troubled Water, Natural Woman and many more!
SCOTLAND’S INTERNATIONAL CRIME WRITING FESTIVAL

BLOODY SCOTLAND

STIRLING // 20-22 SEPTEMBER 2019

BLOODY SCOTLAND AT THE ALBERT HALLS

FRIDAY 20TH SEPTEMBER
- DAVID BALDACCI 8.30-9.30PM
- TWO CRIME WRITERS & A MICROPHONE 10-11.30PM

SATURDAY 21ST SEPTEMBER
- MY LIFE WITH MURDERERS: DR DAVID WILSON & LIN ANDERSON 10-11AM
- CHRIS BROOKMYRE & MICHAEL ROBOTHAM 11.45AM - 12.45PM
- ALEXANDER MCALL SMITH INTERVIEWED BY ALEX GRAY 1.30-2.30PM
- DENISE MINA & LOUISE WELSH 3.15-4.15PM
- RICHARD OSMAN WITH MARK BILLINGHAM 5-6PM
- THE QUIZ 6.30-7.30PM
- IAN RANKIN INTERVIEWED BY A SPECIAL GUEST 8-9PM

SUNDAY 22ND SEPTEMBER
- WHEN THE DOGS DON’T BARK: PROFESSOR ANGELA GALLOP 11AM-12PM
- LIN ANDERSON & ALEX GRAY 12.45-1.45PM
- PARTNERS IN CRIME: NICCI FRENCH & AMBROSE PARRY 2.30-3.30PM
- YRSA SIGURDARDOTTIR INTERVIEWED BY SPECIAL GUEST 4-5PM
- STUART MCBRIDE & MARK BILLINGHAM 5.30-6.30PM
Greg Minnaar
Fri 4 Oct, 7.30pm £19

3x UCI Downhill World Champion, 3x UCI Downhill World Cup Champion, with 21 World Cup race wins and multiple podium positions, Greg Minnaar is unarguably one of the greatest mountain bikers in the history of the sport. In this brand new show, Greg takes audiences on the journey of his incredible enduring racing career and the story of his life, covering everything from the early days of riding enthusiasm to his rise to the very top, the bikes that helped get him there and the teams behind the legendary rider!

Memories are Made of This
Wed 9 Oct, 7.30pm £15 / £13

The Ultimate Feel Good Show. This is a fast moving, roller coaster of a journey through some of the greatest songs of the 50’s, 60’s and 70’s. Over 160 amazing costumes, a touch of humour from one of the UK’s top comedians and performances rarely seen outside the ‘West End’ from this superb cast of singers and dancers. Including songs by Brenda Lee, Frank Sinatra, Jerry Lee Lewis, Dolly Parton, Elvis Presley, Bee Gees, Barry Manilow, Jersey Boys, Michael Buble and many more. WH Times, London ‘Visually stunning, incredible performances...an all round fantastic show....absolutely brilliant’

The Nutcracker
Thu 10 Oct, 7.30pm £21 / £19 / £15

The Nutcracker – An eternal seasonal favourite. Music by Pyotr I. Tchaikovsky. After a hugely well received performance of Swan Lake last year, Russian National Ballet returns to Stirling to enchant you with the delightful production of The Nutcracker. The Nutcracker – a charming and kindly fairy tale is one of the jewels of Tchaikovsky’s repertoire. The original Christmas story is based on The Nutcracker and the Mouse King written by E.T.A. Hoffmann. It tells the story of Marie, a sad little girl, whose godfather, Drosselmeier, gives her a Nutcracker doll as a present on Christmas Eve. In her lively imagination it turns into a prince and the magic starts…The ballet is the ultimate fairy-tale where goodness and beauty triumph. A wonderful treat full of glitter for the whole family!

Tina Turner Experience
Fri 18 Oct, 7.30pm £22 / £20 / £16

This fully live energetic show charts the life and career of one of the world’s iconic performers. Full of hits like “Private Dancer”, “Nutbush City Limits”, “Proud Mary”, “River Deep Mountain High” and “Let’s Stay Together” to name but a few, this show is the ultimate night out.

This completely live tribute to the multi award winning legend features a 10-piece band and 4 amazing dancers. Starring Julie Nevada as TINA.

Powerful vocals, backing singers and fabulous professional dancers with electrifying dance routines make. ‘The Best West End Show Not In The West End’ Gary Scott, BBC Radio Kent.

Hello Again – Neil Diamond
Sun 20 Oct, 7.30pm £25 / £22

Hello Again -The Story of Neil Diamond is an amazing stage show… Evocative imagery, video and narration enhance the magic, as the show takes you on a musical journey through Neil Diamond’s glittering 50 year career. From The Bang Years to the present day you’ll soon find yourself singing along to all the hits including Sweet Caroline, Cracklin’ Rosie, Forever in Blue Jeans, Song Sung Blue, Hello Again, Love on the Rocks, America and many more.

Show creators/ producers, Darren Bazzoni and Juanita Diaz were absolutely insistent in keeping quality and consistency paramount throughout, employing one of the best Production teams in the business, Network Productions. Sound, lights & video are in safe hands with the crew responsible for numerous Smash Hit Productions.
Absolute Elvis  Johnny Lee Memphis  Thu 7 Nov, 7.30pm  £23
Elvis Tribute Act Johnny Lee Memphis is the official and current World Cup and European Elvis Tribute Champion. Based in Scotland, Johnny travels the world entertaining at private parties, corporate events, weddings, cruise ships, festivals and large-scale concerts. Come see an amazing show complete with full band & backing singers.

Ardal O’Hanlon  Thu 14 Nov, 7.30pm  £22  Age rating: Recommended 16+
Mick Perrin Worldwide in association with Dawn Sedgwick Management presents: Ardal O’Hanlon, star of Death in Paradise, Father Ted, and My Hero (BBC), continues to tour his acclaimed stand-up shows worldwide. Because he loves it. And it’s a compulsion. And the world is a funny place. In an age of raging populism, MeToo, identity politics, the end of truth, the collapsing middle ground, peak avocado and £15 Gin and Tonics, and terrified of being on the wrong side of history, and desperate to prove that his gender, race, age and class don’t necessarily define him, Ardal is forced to saddle his high horse again and ride fearlessly into the culture wars (with a white hankie in his pocket just in case), comedy as ever being the best emergency response mechanism to extreme events there is.

Scouting For Girls  Fri 15 Nov, 8pm  £23
‘Every time we do a tour, it’s special because we only do it every two or three years. It’s almost like a reunion, getting back together with a load of old friends.’ Scouting For Girls didn’t need to remind people who they are though: they’re a British institution. Upbeat, fun and infectious, ‘The Trouble With Boys’ dives into their love of uniquely British bands like The Kinks, ELO, Madness and The Beatles. It’s designed to make people feel good. It’s about remembering to be excited, care-free and in love. It’s a very Scouting For Girls album. ‘Being in a band almost feels like you’ve gone to Neverland,’ grins Stride. ‘You never have to grow up.’
MINI FEST
Sat 16 Nov, 3pm – 7.30pm £8.50 per person
Family Ticket £28 (2 adults & 2 children)

An indoor Family Fun day at The Albert halls, with three incredible tribute acts to keep you dancing all day long!

Taking to the stage will be Simply Ariana, Spiceworld the Tribute, and the brilliant Little Mix Magic. We’ll also have fabulous festival face painting available, from sparkly eyes to glitter tattoos. So grab your ‘festie bestie’, and join us for a day of partying to the biggest hit music!

Christmas Markets
Sun 24 Nov, 10-4pm £4

Four local women are bringing a unique Christmas event to Stirling - Fiona Steadman, Billie Rowan-Russell, Elin Isaksson and Nick McGann are on the lookout for businesses who would like to trade at the event. There will be around 40 stalls selling a variety of gifts to suit all budgets and tastes from art, jewellery, home crafts and floristry to specialist food and drink gifts. There will also be workshops including Wreath Making, Christmas Table Setting and Calligraphy. If you would like to be part of The Lanes Christmas Market email Christmas@the-lane.co.uk for more information. Half the £4 entry fee will go to the Strathcarron hospice.

NYCOS Stirling Choir Winter Concert
Tue 3 Dec, 7pm £8/£5 under 26s, 7pm start

Join NYCOS Stirling Choir as they take to the stage to present a wonderful winter concert. The singers, aged 8–18 years, will be led by Choir Director, Anne Murphy, as they showcase an exciting and varied repertoire. You can expect some of your favourite Christmas songs and carols to start to your winter season. NYCOS Stirling Choir has enjoyed significant highlights, having sung annual festive carol concerts in Stirling Castle since 2010.

Sir Chris Bonington Life & Times
Thu 5 Dec, 7.30pm £21.50

Sir Chris Bonington is Britain’s best known mountaineer and one of the most successful expedition leaders in history. He began climbing at the age of 16 and has undertaken 19 Himalayan expeditions, including four to Everest. He is renowned for having made many first ascents in the Alps and all the greater ranges of the world. Sir Chris was the first mountaineer on the lecture circuit and, this autumn, he will present his ‘Life & Time’, covering his sixty years spent in the mountains. With original images and raw footage, this is a rare opportunity to hear about some of the greatest expeditions of the twentieth century.

Stirling Orchestra
Sun 8 Dec, 7.30pm £10 adult, £8 conc, £5 student with ID, £2 child

Ending their 2019 season in style, Stirling Orchestra will perform another wonderful evening of exhilarating works – Programme will include; Candide Overture - Bernstein. Rhapsody in Blue - Gershwin. Symphony No. 3 - Copland

Buddy Holly & The Cricketers Holly At Christmas
Thu 12 Dec, 7.30pm £21 / £19 / £17

Early Bird Party Package - 4 full price tickets, for the price of 3, up until 31st Oct.

Buddy Holly and the Cricketers once again herald in the Yuletide festivities with Holly at Christmas, the show that is now as traditional as mulled wine and mince pies! Holly’s hits, other contemporary classics and some Christmas crackers are all wrapped up in a fast, furious and funny feast of entertainment to make the perfect gift for all the family. Whatever the season, whatever the excuse to party, make your Heartbeat a little faster with the show that has thousands of fans the world over saying: ‘I can’t believe it’s not Buddy!’ ‘Buddy brilliant!’

Graham Norton, BBC One
Phil Cunningham’s Christmas Songbook
Sun 15 Dec, 7.30pm £26 / £25 / £24 / £23

Back for his annual festive bonanza, we are thrilled to host Phil Cunningham’s delightful show once again. An undisputed highlight of The Albert Hall’s programme last year, the evening features the stunning vocals of Eddi Reader, Karen Matheson and Kris Drever with the instrumental prowess of Phil, John McCusker, Ian Carr, Kevin McGuire and the Songbook Brass Band, performing a heady mix of favourite classics and contemporary carols and tunes. As well as outstanding music, the evening is full of charm, humour, banter as well as some sing-a-long Moments. What better way to get into the festive spirit – simply unmissable...

Skerryvore & Mànran
Sun 29 Dec, 7.30pm £25 / £23 / £21 Stalls: Standing

A reprise of last year’s success in an unmissable high-octane bill of two of the best contemporary Scottish celtic folk-rock bands on the scene today! Each band will do a set each, this year Manran followed by Skerryvore, finishing the evening with a mighty last number together for an evening to remember.

Get your tickets fast!
‘Mànran are an exceptionally talented bunch of young guys that are taking the music world by storm’
Donald Shaw, Celtic Connections.

‘Skerryvore – The sound of Young Scots Power Folk’
Mark Radcliffe, BBC Radio 2

**FUNBOX PRESENTS**
Christmas In Toy Town
Sat 28 Dec, 1pm & 3.30pm £50 / £15.50 / £13.50 / £10
EARLY BIRD ALL TICKETS £10 UNTIL 31 AUG 2019
GROUP OFFER UNTIL 4 SEPT 2019 GROUP OF 10+ £8 EACH

Ready...’Teddy’...Go! It’s time to get ‘dolled’ up and get your skates on because we’re heading to Toy Town for the brand new seasonal spectacular from Anya, Kevin, Gary and Bonzo the Dog (formerly of The Singing Kettle). There’s trouble in Toy Town because someone’s arrived who is up to ‘snow’ good. The mischievous Gnorbert the Gnome is about – creating mayhem and pinching everyone’s favourite things. Santa has asked the gang to look after his most precious toy, so it’s up to them to make sure Gnorbert doesn’t get his hands on it. There are also keys to discover, games to play and songs to sing, so they’ll definitely need your help too.

With smashing singalongs such as ‘Bunny Fou Fou’ and ‘The Grand Old Duke Of York’, festive favourites like ‘Jingle Bells’ and brand new songs, CHRISTMAS IN TOY TOWN is perfect holly-jolly silliness for all the family. We may even need your help on stage too! Come dressed as, or bring, your favourite toy, remember your Santa hat and get ready to kick-start your Christmas celebrations with FUNBOX!

Albert Halls Hogmanay Ceilidh
Tue 31 Dec, 7.30pm £55 / £60 from 1 Nov
Early bird prices up until 31 Oct

There is no finer night of the year and our Hogmanay Ceilidh is the perfect way to celebrate. With dinner, dancing, led once again by Ian McCallum and his band, entertainment and a full bar, there really is no better place to see in the New Year with old friends and new.

Your co-hosts Anita Mackenzie and John Wilkinson, with dancers from The Royal Scottish Country Dance Society, will provide the usual welcoming mix to make sure that your event will go with a swing. Carriages are at 1am.

No children under 12 permitted
Under 16’s must be accompanied by an adult
Entertainment ends 12.45, Carriages 01.00
WINTERFEST

KICKING OFF THE FESTIVE SEASON ON SUNDAY 17TH NOVEMBER will be the annual Reindeer Parade setting off from the Albert Halls, leading onto the always brilliant Xmas Light Switch on King Street. There will be entertainment across the day, culminating with the big switch on!

TO CELEBRATE HOGMANAY 2019, AND BRING IN THE NEW YEAR IN STYLE, STIRLING WILL AGAIN HOST TWO SPECTACULAR EVENTS ON THE ICONIC STIRLING CASTLE ESPLANADE.

There can be no better place to bring in the New Year with friends! The headliners for both events will be announced in September, and are sure to sell out again. Full details and complete Winterfest programme, including timings and ticketing will be available nearer the time on www.stirlingwinterfestival.com

FESTIVE SHOWS at The Albert Halls

Thu 12 Dec Holly at Christmas
Sun 15 Dec Phil Cunningham’s Xmas Songbook
Sun 29 Dec Màmran & Skerryvore

FESTIVE SHOWS at The Tolbooth

Fri & Sat 20,21 Dec Snow Play

STIRLING’S HOGMANAY Tuesday 31st December

2pm Family Ceilidh at Tolbooth
5pm Family Ceilidh at Tolbooth
7pm Hogmanay Ceilidh at The Albert Halls

Main Event at Stirling Castle

7.15pm Stirling’s Family Hogmanay
AT: Stirling Castle Esplanade
Live music & fireworks
Tickets: £6 or £20 family of four
Doors open: 7.15pm
Event starts 7.45pm Finish 9.10pm

10.15pm Stirling’s Hogmanay
AT: Stirling Castle Esplanade
Live music & fireworks
Tickets: £12.50
Doors open: 10.15pm
Event starts 10.45pm Finish 12.10am

STIRLING’S HALLOWEEN

On Saturday Nov 2nd 2019 we’ll be celebrating all things Spooky in Stirling! Keeping our natural and built heritage firmly at the heart of our celebrations, we’ll be hosting a family friendly event in the City Centre and Top of the Town. We’ll be taking Stirling’s stories, horrible histories, and tall tales and bringing them to life! For 2019 our theme is... The Witches! We’ll be delving into Stirling’s past with Witches for inspiration, you can find our more closer to the at stirlingevents.org Here’s a taster of what you can expect –

Sat 2nd Nov LANTERN PARADE FREE
From Port Street to Broad Street. Another opportunity for Old and young to wear their guisin’ outfits one more time, before they’re tucked back in the crypt till next year.

Sat 2nd Nov POP-UP ENTERTAINMENT FREE
Baker Street Gardens, Broad Street & Mars Wark will host various elements of pop-up entertainment across the day, from light installations, to living history performances.

Our Venues will also be putting on a host of Witch themed entertainment in the run up to Halloween ...

18th Oct – 2nd Nov ‘The Witching Hour’ Exhibition at Tolbooth Gallery FREE
The Witching Hour is an exhibition of documents and records, showcasing our real history with Witch Accusations.

Thu 24th Oct PANEL DISCUSSION TICKETED 7pm An invited panel of experts will, led by our host engage in lively discussion on our Witching History. The audience will be invited to take part with questions. At the Tolbooth.

WORKSHOPS In the run up to Halloween we’ll be hosting a series of workshops, everything from potion classes, to lantern making.

FILM SCREENINGS We’ll have several Witch themed film screenings at Tolbooth, from cult classics like The Witch Finder General, to Family Friendly films like Hocus Pocus.
YOUNG SCOT

Even better - there will be Young Scot Rewards opportunities at the Tolbooth, including working with our sound/lighting engineers and a free studio recording session. More information will be on both the Young Scot website www.young.scot/stirling and culturestirling.org/Young people must have a Young Scot Rewards account to participate in collecting points and redeeming reward opportunities. Please note these rewards are also only available for Stirling Young Scot Card Holders. To register for Young Scot rewards and start collecting your points today check out www.young.scot/rewards

For more information please contact The Youth Participation Team, Skills and Youth Employment on 01786 233560 or email skillsandyouthemployment@stirling.gov.uk

ADULTS

OOR WOOLIE

Tue 6 Aug – 17 Dec, 5.30-7.30pm (not 15 Oct)
£1 per session, includes refreshments.
An informal gathering for chatting, swapping patterns, techniques and tips. All levels welcome, no booking required.

FIDDLE (INTERMEDIATE LEVEL)

Wed 9 Oct – 4 Dec, 7-8.30pm (not 16 Oct)
£50/£42 for 8 sessions
For fiddlers with some repertoire, who can play at a reasonable pace in several keys. As well as looking at popular session tunes, focus will be on developing tone, fluency of notes, along with more intricate bowing techniques and ornamentation. Not for fiddlers at the early stage of learning to play. TUTOR: JO MILLER

CERAMICS – IN THE COWANE CENTRE

Beginner: Tue 1 Oct – 26 Nov, 7-9pm (not 15 Oct)
Intermediate: Wed 2 Oct – 27 Nov, 7-9pm (not 18 Oct)
£60/£50 for 8 sessions includes materials & firings. Demonstration and tuition for mixed levels in a wide range of hand-built ceramic techniques including use of glazes, but not potters' wheel.
TUTOR: JOHN MAGUIRE

ART / PAINTING

Wed 2 Oct – 27 Nov (not 16 Oct)
Fri 4 Oct – 29 Nov (not 18 Oct)
10am-3pm, with 1 hour for lunch
£140/£120 for 10 sessions
A chance for artists with some experience or beginners to challenge their definition of painting in a supportive social environment. Participants to bring their own materials.
TUTOR: PETER RUSSELL

CHILDREN & YOUNG PEOPLE

TRADITIONAL MUSIC WORKSHOPS

Monday Nights from: 23 Sep
Age 9–18, FREE
An opportunity to play traditional music for the first time or to develop and improve playing and performance skills. No music grades or previous experience of traditional music is needed.
5.30–6.15pm Toddies (absolute beginners 0–12 months experience) whistle, guitar and violin (fiddle) – can loan instrument if needed
Folkus (improvers 1–2.5 years’ experience) whistle, guitar and violin (fiddle) own instrument needed
6.20–7.15pm The Session (intermediate 2–8 years’ experience) for all traditional music instruments
7.20–8.15pm Trad Band (advanced by invitation)
TUTORS: LORI WATSON, INNES WATSON & OTHERS

STIRLING YOUTH JAZZ ENSEMBLE

Monday Nights from: 23 Sep
Age 9–18, FREE
Sessions look at improvisation, various jazz styles and performance in a fun and friendly atmosphere. No music grades or previous experience of jazz needed. Both groups open to any brass, wind, string, percussion instrument.
5–6pm Access Ensemble (improvers to intermediate 1–4 years’ experience)
6–7.15pm Stirling Youth Jazz Ensemble (intermediate to advanced 4 years’ plus experience) TUTORS: LAURA MACDONALD & KEVIN MACKENZIE

PUMP UP THE JAM

Wed 2 Oct – 27 Nov (not 16 Oct)
Age 11+, 4.45-7.15pm FREE
The songwriting and band workshop PUTJ returns for another 8 week block, taking a squad of young musicians and songwriters and transforming them into 4 fully-fledged bands with their own set of original music. Songs are recorded in the Tolbooth Studio, and the full live final performance at the end.
LEAD BY DAVIE SCOTT

CITY MUSIC PROJECT

Fri 27 Sep – 29 Nov (not 18 Oct)
Age 12-19yrs, 7-9pm, FREE
Our Friday night music club is open to all, designed to improve your instrument skills, get you writing and performing with others, learning cover versions and socialising.

UKULELE

Tue 1 Oct – 26 November (not 15 Oct)
Age 8-11yrs, 6.45-7.30pm
£40 for 8 sessions
A brilliant first instrument or fun new instrument to learn – the ukulele is simple to get to grips with and sounds great. Come learn a load of easy chords and play some of your favourite songs in no time at all.
TUTOR: ANDREW HOWIE

NEW
**ARTS NEWS**

**Ukulele lessons starting at the Tolbooth**
We have a new Ukulele class kicking-off this term. The Uke' is fun, simple and sounds great, making it an ideal first instrument – you'll pick up your first chords and songs in no time. Likewise, it's a great additional tool for your songwriting, adding something new to a band, or for interesting cover versions of your favourite songs.

**YMI – Bonn exchange**
Sixteen young musicians from the Musikschule der Bundesstadt in Bonn, Germany and from the YMI Tolbooth Trad project, spent a week together in July, in Stirling. This is the first part of a two year collaboration exploring the relationship between Robert Burns, George Thompson and Beethoven, and arranging music from Scotland and Germany that reflects this. The groups will reunite next year in Bonn. To find out more please email ymi@stirling.gov.uk

**Tolbooth Projections**
July saw the launch of our new series of live session videos ‘Tolbooth Projections’. Filmed in the Tolbooth Recording Studio, the series features established artists who found their voice through our youth music workshops/classes/events, and shines a light on the next generation starting to emerge. Check them out via the Tolbooth social media pages.

**The Ghosting of Rabbie Burns**
Saturday 15th February

Tolbooth has the perfect night out for Valentine’s weekend, with this brilliantly hilarious piece of theatre featuring themes of love in the modern day, with guidance from the past.

**The Legends of American Country**
Friday 31st January

**Rant**
Saturday 4th April

**Legends of American Country** returns for another fantastic night of toe tapping Country classics from Dolly Parton to Johnny Cash + more!

**Jimmy Jemain** was voted The Official UK No.1 Cliff Richard Tribute Act … sit back and relax, you are in for a great show.

**Uncompromising in quality and service**
Henderson’s cater for a wide variety of events • Pre-theatre dinners • Private functions • Corporate Events • Weddings

**TICKETS & ACCESS**
Conditions: tickets cannot be exchanged or refunded unless the event is cancelled. We reserve tickets for a maximum of three days. No reservations will be taken within three days of an event. Concessions apply to some events; check individual event. Online booking fee applies. Our venues are fully accessible and can accommodate a number of wheelchair users at each performance. Please mention at the time of booking if you require a wheelchair space. Tolbooth and Albert Halls have an induction loop system, please ask at Box Office for more details. If you need information on tape, large print or Braille, contact 0845 277 7000.

**THE TOLBOOTH STUDIO**
A HIGH-SPEC CREATIVE SPACE FOR RECORDING PROJECTS BIG & SMALL
CONTACT KENNY 01786 274 002
BATESK@STIRLING.GOV.UK

**TOLBOOTH PARKING**
The Old Town Jail Car Park, in St John Street, will be opened for the use of Tolbooth customers one hour before performances and re-opened for half an hour afterwards only. There will be no access out with these times. The Tolbooth is located in a residential area so your cooperation on use of the car parking facility is very much appreciated.
AT A GLANCE

SEP
- THE FURROW COLLECTIVE
  FRI 6 SEP, 8PM
- EUGENE KELLY
  SAT 7 SEP, 8PM
- RACHEL SERMANNI
  FRI 13 SEP, 7.30PM
- OPERA HIGHLIGHTS
  SAT 14 SEP, 7.30PM
- FLOOK
  SUN 15 SEP, 8PM
- MARTIN SIMPSON
  THU 19TH SEP, 8PM
- BLOODY SCOTLAND
  FILM SCREENING
  FRI 20 SEP - SUN 22 SEP, VARIOUS TIMES
- BLOODY SCOTLAND
  AT THE ALBERT HALLS
  FRI 20 - SUN 22 SEP, VARIOUS TIMES
- JOSIE DUNCAN & PABLO LAFUENTE
  THU 26 SEP, 8PM
- RESPECT THE ARETHA
  FRANKLIN SONGBOOK,
  FRI 27 SEP, 7.30PM
- GLASVEGAS ACOUSTIC
  FRI 27 SEP, 8PM SOLD OUT
- FAT SUIT
  SAT 28 SEP XPM

OCT
- GREG MINNAAR
  FRI 4 OCT, 7.30PM
- SHARON SHANNON WITH
  ALAN CONNOR
  FRI 4 OCT, 8PM
- BDY TLK
  SAT 5 OCT, 7.30PM
- JAMIE LAWSON
  MON 7 OCT, 8PM
- MEMORIES ARE MADE OF
  THIS, WED 9 OCT, 7.30PM
- KEITH JAMES IN
  CONCERT THE SONGS
  OF LEONARD COHEN
  WED 9 OCT, 8PM
- THE NUTCRACKER
  THU 10 OCT, 7.30PM
- JANEY GODLEY
  FRI 11 OCT, 8PM
- CITY MUSIC LIVE
  MONTHLY UNDER 18S LIVE
  MUSIC NIGHTS SAT 12 OCT,
  SAT 9 NOV, SAT 7 DEC,
  7.30PM
- THE WITCHING HOUR
  EVENTS
  SAT 19 OCT - SAT 2 NOV
- TINA TURNER EXPERIENCE
  FRI 18 OCT, 7.30PM
- SUSIE MCCABE
  BORN BELIEVER
  SAT 19 OCT, 8PM
- HELLO AGAIN
  NEIL DIAMOND
  SUN 20 OCT, 7.30PM
- FORBIDDEN NIGHTS
  FRI 25 OCT, 7.30PM
- SAFARI ADVENTURE SHOW
  SAT 26 OCT, 2PM

NOV
- THE STIRLING QUEEN
  TIM KLIPHUIS TRIO
  FRI 1 NOV, 8PM
- STIRLING BRIDAL SHOW
  SUN 3 NOV, 12-3PM
- ABSOLUTE ELVIS
  JOHNNY LEE MEMPHIS
  THU 7 NOV, 7.30PM
- ARDAL O’HANLON
  THU 14 NOV, 7.30PM
- SCOUTING FOR GIRLS
  FRI 15 NOV, 8PM
- MINI FEST
  SAT 16 NOV,
  2.30PM – 7.30PM
- BLUE ROSE CODE
  SAT 16 NOV, 8PM
- TURIN BRAKES ACOUSTIC
  THU 21 & FRI 22 NOV,
  7.30PM SOLD OUT
- JAMES GRANT
  SAT 23 NOV, 8PM
- CHRISTMAS MARKETS
  SUN 24 NOV, 10-4PM

DEC
- NYCOS STIRLING CHOIR
  WINTER CONCERT,
  TUE 3 DEC, 7PM
- SIR CHRIS BONINGTON
  LIFE & TIMES
  THU 5 DEC, 7.30PM
- STIRLING ORCHESTRA
  SUN 8 DEC, 7.30PM
- BUDDY HOLLY & THE
  CRICKETERS
  HOLLY AT CHRISTMAS
  THU 12 DEC, 7.30PM
- PEATBOG FAERIES
  FRI 13 DEC, 8PM
- PHIL CUNNINGHAM’S
  CHRISTMAS SONGBOOK,
  SUN 15 DEC, 7.30PM
- SNOW PLAY
  FRI 20 DEC, 2PM & 4PM
  SAT 21ST DEC, 11AM & 1:30PM
- CHRISTMAS IN TOY TOWN
  SAT 28 DEC, 1PM & 3.30PM
- SKERRYVORE & MÀNRAN
  SUN 29 DEC, 7.30PM
- ALBERT HALLS
  HOGMANAY CEILIDH
  TUE 31 DEC, 7.30PM

TOLBOOTH
ALBERT HALLS
TOLBOOTH
JAIL WYND,
STIRLING FK8 1DE
BOX OFFICE: 01786 274000
TUE – SAT, 10AM-6PM
ALBERT HALLS DUMBARTON
ROAD, STIRLING FK8 2QL
BOX OFFICE: 01786 473544
MON – FRI, 9AM-5PM